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Everyone can build their own customizable T. rex with this 3D wood model kit from IncrediBuilds. From The Good Dinosaur to Jurassic World,
these prehistoric animals never fail to capture our hearts and imaginations. Both kids and adults can use this exciting new installment in the
IncrediBuilds series to explore their creativity and create unique displayable art. No glue or tools needed!
Worthy of a vault at Gringotts, this amazing, limited-edition collection includes eight exquisitely crafted volumes shelved with a scale prop
replica of "The Monster Book of Monsters" and a gilded, oversized portfolio with five frame-able prints of concept art. Featuring never-beforepublished art and text chronicling the making of the Harry Potter films, the set is limited to just 3,000 copies worldwide. Seven of the volumes
were created expressly for this collection and delve into different aspects of the filmmaking, showing how the team designed locations,
graphics, costumes, creatures, and special effects. A book of the paintings of Hogwarts showcases the exquisite artistry of each. A keepsake
book filled with snapshots and personal photos looks at the lasting relationships between cast and crew. The eighth volume is a cloth-bound
edition of the New York Times Best-seller, Harry Potter: Page to Screen. All of these precious objects are housed in a collectible box that
looks like it came from Diagon Alley. Arriving at your doorstep with a numbered Certificate of Authenticity, this limited edition is the ultimate
collectible for any wizard or Muggle.
Ever wondered how ink is made? Or what is the bestselling book of all time? Or which are the oldest known books in the world?Highbrow to
lowbrow, all aspects of the book are celebrated and explored in 'The Book Lovers' Miscellany'. From a list of unfinished novels, a short history
of the comic, the story behind Mills and Boon and an entry on books printed with mistakes, to a guide to the colours of Penguin paperback
jackets and a list of the most influential academic books of all time.Between these pages you will discover the history of paper, binding,
printing and dust jackets; which books have faced bans; which are the longest established literary families; and which bestsellers were initially
rejected. You can explore the output of the most prolific writers and marvel at the youth of the youngest published authors; learn which
natural pigments were used to decorate a medieval bible; and what animal is needed for the making of vellum.The ideal gift for every
bibliophile, 'The Book Lovers' Miscellany' is full of fun facts, potted histories and curious lists, perfect for dipping into and sharing.
A new Step 2 Step into Reading leveled reader based on Disney’s Moana, on DVD and Blu-ray in spring 2017! Walt Disney Animation
Studios’ Moana is a sweeping, CG-animated comedy-adventure about a spirited teenager on an impossible mission to fulfill her ancestors’
quest. In the ancient South Pacific world of Oceania, Moana, a born navigator, sets sail in search of a fabled island. During her incredible
journey, she teams up with her hero, the legendary demi-god Maui, to traverse the open ocean on an action-packed voyage, encountering
enormous sea creatures, breathtaking underworlds, and ancient folklore. In theaters in late 2016, the film is directed by the renowned
filmmaking team of Ron Clements and John Musker (The Little Mermaid, The Princess and the Frog, Aladdin). This Step 2 Step into Reading
leveled reader based on the film is perfect for children ages 4 to 6. Step 2 Readers use basic vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple
stories. For children who recognize familiar words and can sound out new words with help.
Build and customize your own wood model of Lightning McQueen, the star of Disney Pixar’s Cars 3. Build and color your own 3D Lightning
McQueen model and learn all about the world of Disney Pixar’s Cars 3 in this deluxe IncrediBuilds™ book set. We first met Lightning
McQueen when he was on the fast track to becoming a racing champ and winning the Piston Cup. Years later, McQueen finds himself being
pushed out of the sport by a brand new generation of race cars. With the help of some new friends, Lightning will prove he’s not through with
racing just yet! Now fans can explore the entire world of Cars 3 with this deluxe IncrediBuilds™ set. In addition to a do-it-yourself, freestanding
wood model, each kit features a colorful hardcover guide to the world of Cars 3, as well as craft ideas that help bring Lightning McQueen to
life. Includes: --Laser-cut, FSC®-certified wood sheet with easy-to-assemble pieces --Step-by-step instructions --Coloring and crafting ideas
--A Disney Pixar’s 3 guidebook
Featuring all eight Harry Potter movies and the upcoming movie "Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them," this magical book is the
ultimate insider s guide to the films from J.K. Rowling s Wizarding World for young fans. From the gilded halls of Gringotts and Hogwarts to
the New York City of "Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them," each page of this book delivers a fun, interactive experience for young
readers as they discover how the extraordinary places and fascinating characters of the wizarding world took shape onscreen. Filled with liftthe-flaps, stickers, and other engaging inserts, this engrossing book overflows with captivating facts about the movie magic used to create a
world fit for witches and wizards. Including insights from the actors who played Harry Potter, Professor Dumbledore, Newt Scamander, and
many more, this book is a must-have for young fans of the Wizarding World."
Introducing the first official Star Wars knitting book – a deluxe guide to creating over 25 Star Wars knits based on the iconic global franchise.
A cultural juggernaut, Star Wars has enchanted audiences for over 40 years with its classic tale of Good vs. Evil. When A New Hope burst
onto the screen in 1977, science fiction was reinvented for a new audience of science fiction fans and Luke, Leia and Han Solo became
household names, along with the terms such as 'lightsaber', 'the Force' and the 'Death Star'. Since then it has shattered box office records for
decades, pushing new technology to its limits and beyond and expanded to included spinoff films, novels, games and much, much more. Star
Wars is one of the most beloved pop culture franchises today. Now you can bring Star Wars to your home and style with the very first official
knitting book celebrating the films. From knitted toys to costume replicas you can dress in Luke's Flight Jacket or Padmé's Battle Wrap and
pocket your very own knitted Yoda. Projects include: Toys – Porg; Pocket Yoda; Chewie; Death Star Costume Replicas – Luke Skywalker's
flight jacket; Rey's waistcoat and arm wraps; Princess Leia's Hoth Snow gilet; Padmé's battle wrap Inspired Apparel – The Order of the Jedi
pullover; Ewok hood; Starfighter scarf; Lightsaber socks; TIE Fighter hat and mittens; The Millennium Falcon cowl; a galaxy far, far away
mittens; Chancellor Palpatine scarf; General Leia Organa pullover; Anakin's infinity cowl; Yoda mittens; The Rebel Alliance shawl; R2-D2
mittens; Wookiee socks; Darth Vader pullover; Darth Maul mittens; Clone Trooper hat Home Decor – BB-8 baby blanket; Droid throw pillow
set; Villainous mini pullover ornaments
Customize your very own Sparrow with this replica model kit, matching your favorite color and style options from within the Destiny universe.
In a universe filled with the Hive, Fallen, Vex, and Cabal, few vehicles can outmaneuver enemies like the Sparrow. Capable of high speeds
and tight cornering, the land-based vehicle is personalized to each Guardian and stored in their jumpship. Customize your very own Sparrow
with this replica model kit, matching your favorite color and style options from within in the Destiny universe. Skill Level: Expert

The Hasselblad Foundation International Award in Photography for 2007 has been awarded to Nan Goldin. Nan Goldin is
one of the most significant photographers of our time. Adopting the direct esthetics of snapshot photography she has
been documenting her own life and that of her friends for more than 30 years. Her intimate and formally beautiful
photographs focus on the urban scene in New York and Europe in the 1970s, 80s and 90s, a period dramatically marked
by HIV and AIDS. Her use of photography as a memoir, as a means of protection against loss and as an act of
preservation, and her use of the slide show as a means of presenting her work, resonates in the work of photographers
of recent generations.
Lonely Planet’s Korea is your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden
discoveries await you. Explore the graceful Changdeokgung palace and horticultural idyll of Huwon, hike the dramatic
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volcanic landscape of Jeju-do and get dirty at the Boryeong Mud Festival – all with your trusted travel companion.
The first illustrated biography of the cultural life of an enduring global icon, Mickey Mouse: Emblem of the American Spirit
is the compelling story of how the singular artistic vision of a unique individual took on a life of its own and became an
instantly recognizable character known the worldwide. Spectacularly illustrated with rarely seen archive images, art
historian Garry Apgar, weaves a fascinating narrative about the nature of creation, changing generations, and how a
fictional character came to embody the personality of a nation. Since his modest debut in 1928, Walt Disney’s Mickey
Mouse has evolved into arguably the world’s most recognized — and beloved — fictional figure. Mickey Mouse: Emblem of
the American Spirit is the illustrated biography of a unique cartoon character, his life and times, and his impact and
influence around the world in art and literature. Part art history and part cultural study, Apgar’s Mickey Mouse narrates
how the character was initially developed by Walt Disney and Ub Iwerks, how his irrepressible spirit grew to huge
popularity during the Depression, his influence on artists and animators and how he became a politically charged cultural
icon of international reach. With more than 400 marvelous images, Mickey Mouse is a worthy successor to one of the
most successful and influential illustrated art books on American popular culture ever published, The Art of Walt Disney .
Join Apgar and The Walt Disney Family Museum on the historic journey of this American icon.
Bursting with beautiful, exclusive illustrations, Harry Potter: A Cinematic Gallery is a must-have collectible for fans of the
magical film series. Escape to one of the most beloved series of all time! This large-format illustrated line art book takes
fans on a film-by-film journey through the wizarding world with exclusive pen-and-ink illustrations of treasured scenes.
Bursting with over eighty striking, all-new colorable images from all eight movies—from Harry’s first-ever Quidditch match
in Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone to the battle of Hogwarts in Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows - Part 2—the
book also includes several gatefolds, and a lavish cover embossed with gold.
Celebrate your love of Disney with this gorgeous guide to creating magical and memorable events. Does your best friend
love The Little Mermaid? Is your Lion King-obsessed sister hosting a baby shower? Would your family movie night
benefit from a little Aladdin magic? This is the party planning guide for you! Entertaining With Disney is the only official
Disney guide to exceptional events ranging from Halloween pumpkin carving, elegant dinner parties, fun birthday bashes,
and sophisticated New Year eve soirees. Written by party planning expert Amy Croushorn, this is a must-have event
planning guide for Disney Princesses of all ages. — Over 90 years of Disney Inspiration in One Book. From Mickey Mouse
to The Little Mermaid, to Frozen, this book is rich with Disney history and beloved characters. — A party for every
occasion. With ideas spanning Brunches, Barbecues, Birthdays and Dinner Parties, this is a true year-round event
planning guide for all Disney fans. — Elegant Recipes. Learn how to make Ariel’s Ocean Toast, Simba’s Charcuterie
Board, Elsa’s Eggnog and many more Disney themed dishes, drinks, and desserts. — Stunning Decorations. Parties are
more than just food! Dress up your event with easy to make items such as a “Never Grow Up” party backdrop, Magic
Carpet Picnic Blanket, and a Maleficent Welcome Wreath.
When Nancy spots a pair of magnifique red shoes in a store window, she just has to find a way to buy them! Disney
Junior’s Fancy Nancy: Shoe La La is a Level One I Can Read, perfect for children learning to sound out words and
sentences. Based on the New York Times bestselling book series Fancy Nancy, which includes over 100 titles with more
than 30 million books sold, Disney Junior’s Fancy Nancy is an animated family comedy centered on six-year-old Nancy,
a girl who likes to be fancy in everything from her advanced vocabulary to her creative, elaborate attire.
Packed with more than 60 full-color stickers featuring characters and stills from the animated movie, this is the perfect
introduction to DisneyPixar Coco. DisneyPixar Coco is the celebration of a lifetime, where Miguel, desperate to prove
his talent, finds himself in the stunning and colorful Land of the Dead following a mysterious chain of events. Along the
way, he meets charming trickster Hctor, and together, they set off on an extraordinary journey to unlock the real story
behind Miguel's family history. This Ultimate Sticker Book: DisneyPixar Coco will feature key characters, locations, and
iconic moments from the movie. With beautiful, bright stickers and lively and informative captions, the Ultimate Sticker
Book is the ideal partner to this magical adventure story. 2017 Disney/Pixar
This deluxe IncrediBuilds™ set comes with a fun and colorful book showcasing Mickey Mouse through the ages and a
customizable wood model of everyone’s favorite Disney character. Build and color your own 3D Mickey Mouse model
and learn all about his creation through the ages in this deluxe IncrediBuildsTM book set. From Steamboat Willie to The
Sorcerer’s Apprentice, Mickey Mouse has remained one of the most beloved characters in animation history. Now fans
can reimagine their favorite Disney classic by building their own 3D wood model of him. In addition to a do-it-yourself,
freestanding wood model, each set features a fun and informative book of facts, character images, and craft ideas that
help bring Mickey Mouse to life. Includes: --A Mickey Mouse guidebook --Laser-cut, FSC®-certified wood sheet with easyto-assemble pieces --Step-by-step instructions --Coloring and crafting ideas
The spell may be broken, but Belle's adventures have just begun! This original middle-grade novel continues the story of
Disney's Beauty and the Beast! The spell that turned the Prince into the Beast has been broken. But when he
mysteriously goes missing, Belle learns that he is being held prisoner by a far-away kingdom under a spell of their own.
Now it's up to her to rescue him. With the help of Lumiere, Cogsworth, and several new friends, Belle sets out on a quest
that takes her farther than she's ever gone before. This original hardcover middle grade novel based on the beloved
Disney classic Beauty and the Beast is perfect for fans of The Descendents and other older Disney books.
Penned by the very first crayon activist, Bellen Woodard, this picture book will tug at readers' heartstrings and inspire
them to make a difference! When Bellen Woodard's classmates referred to the "skin colored" crayon, she realized they
needed to understand that there were "many beautiful colors". This stunning picture book spreads Bellen's message of
inclusivity, empowerment, and the importance of inspiring the next generation of leaders. Bellen created the More than
Peach movement and crayons to transform the crayon industry and grow relationships and the way we see our world.
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And has done just that! This moving book includes back matter about becoming a leader and improving your community
just like Bellen! Her wisdom and self-confidence are sure to encourage any young reader looking to use their voice to
create change.
Join Minnie on a special Easter egg hunt! When Minnie and Goofy accidentally hide Mickey’s lucky egg in the town
Easter egg hunt, they need to rally all of their friends together to help find it. Follow along with Minnie and her friends as
she hunts for a very special egg and ends up with an Easter surprise!
Over 25 official crafting activities inspired by the Harry Potter films. Filled with imaginative projects, this official book of
craft activities channels the magic of the Wizarding World into your home. Featuring over 25 crafts covering a range of
skill levels, Crafting Wizardry includes clear, step-by-step, illustrated instructions so that the whole family can share in the
magic. Inside you’ll learn how to craft your very own wand, decorate your home to showcase your Hogwarts house pride,
create your own pop-ups, and so much more. Sprinkled with fun facts and behind-the-scenes insights, this book also
features film stills, original concept art, and blueprints from the making of the Harry Potter films to take you deeper into
the Wizarding World and further inspire your creativity. So get ready, it’s time for some crafting wizardry!
Tag along with Pua and Heihei as they search for the perfect gift, join Cinderella as she looks for Lucifer in the forest, find
for the best cub-house with Simba and Nala, and even more! This delightful collection of eighteen stories features new
and old animal friends and stories full of heart, friendship, and adventure.
Elsa wants to show Anna how much she appreicates her. But can she find the perfect gift before the Winter Ball begins?
Find out in this charming, oversized board book. Plus, download the Frozen Storybook Deluxe App!
Minnie's Bow-Toons are back again! Come celebrate with everyone's favorite birthday girl and rock the dots with Minnie
on her birthday! It's the most magical day of the year--Minnie's birthday! Her friends are ready to throw her the best
birthday party ever, with all the things Minnie loves most. Join the party in this hilarious adventure. Kids will love this
adorable 8x8 storybook that comes with a poster! Be sure to check out some of Minnie's other adventures: One Unicorny
Day Minnie's Rainbow World of Reading: Minnie Tales Vote For Minnie Minnie Knows Bows
The exciting tale of Simba, a young cub who earns his place in the Circle of Life, is retold in the classic Little Golden
Book format. Children ages 2-5 will roar with excitement as they read this retelling of Disney's The Lion King.
Build and customize a 3D wood model of Walt Disney’s most beloved and iconic character, Mickey Mouse. Build and
color your own 3D Mickey Mouse model! From Steamboat Willie to The Sorcerer’s Apprentice, Mickey Mouse has
remained one of the most beloved characters in animation history. Now fans can reimagine their favorite Disney classic
by building their own 3D wood model of him. This deluxe kit includes fun facts about Mickey Mouse through the ages, as
well as unique crafting ideas for the wood model. Includes: --Laser-cut, FSC®-certified wood sheet with easy-toassemble pieces --Step-by-step instructions --Coloring and crafting ideas and a softcover booklet
A pictorial presentation of the creation and fifty-year history of the Mickey Mouse cartoon character.
Minnie Mouse loves to dream big! This delightfully adorable graphic novel is perfect for young readers and Disney fans.
When Minnie has a dream, nothing can stop her. Even her first day of school. All she has to do is dream, work hard, and
it'll come true ... if she can ever get her head out of the clouds!Minnie is a new kid at school. As any new kid knows, it's
not easy! Especially not for a little mouse who can't stop imagining the world different around her. Thankfully, she meets
a new friend named Daisy, and the rest is . . . almost history. Of course, there's some bumps along the way. Join Minnie
and all her friends in this adorable graphic novel that's perfect for early readers.This new graphic novel features all your
favorite Disney characters, like Minnie, Mickey, Daisy, Goofy, Donald, Pete, and a lot more. See just where Minnie's
dreams can take her in this graphic novel!
You'll be perfectly polka dotted in your new Minnie Mouse costume! Minnie has decided to move into her own place,
leaving behind Daisy Duck and Cuckoo-Loca. Disappointed, her friends foil Minnie's attempts at renovating the run-down
house. But Minnie has a surprise for them! This dotty box set includes Minnie ears, Minnie skirt and gorgeous storybook.
Experience the best of Korea with Lonely Planet. Our 8th edition will have you checking out the chic boutiques and bars
of Seoul, watching the spectacular Mass Games, dining on Busan seafood, hiking to volcanic craters and recuperating
from it ail on the island paradise of Jeju-do. Lonely Planet guides are written by experts who get to the heart of every
destination they visit. This fully updated edition is packed with accurate, practical and honest advice, designed to give
you the information you need to make the most of your trip.
Match pictures and sounds with this charming lift-the-flap book. Engage your senses with fun in this lift-the-flap book with
sounds. Toddlers will love the call-and-response text, delightful illustrations, and simple sound to press that allows them
to interact with the book through sight, touch, and sound. Tabbed pages hold visual cues that hint at the matching sound.
Enjoy family time together with this engaging sound book. Replaceable batteries guarantee years of fun!
"Totally Awesome! The Greatest Cartoons of the Eighties "is the ultimate guide to 80s cartoon nostalgia, featuring the art,
toys, and inside story behind icons like He-Man, the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, G.I. Joe, and the Thundercats. It was
the best of times; it was the worst of times. But for a generation of fans, it was truly, truly the most outrageous of times.
The last decade for both a thriving schedule of network Saturday morning cartoons and a full complement of weekday
syndicated programming, the 1980s saw a television animation boom like no era before or since. The offerings ran the
gamut from the blatantly commercial ("He-Man and the Masters of the Universe," created after restrictions on children s
broadcasting were altered to allow programming based directly on merchandise) to the surprisingly unmarketable ("Jem,"
canceled despite its popularity due to its failure to sell fashion dolls) to the utterly inexplicable"(The New Adventures of
Mighty Mouse," helmed by underground animation legend Ralph Bakshi and futureRen and Stimpycreator John
Kricfalusi). Andrew Farago, author of"The Looney Tunes Treasury"and"Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Ultimate
Visual History," is the curator of San Francisco s Cartoon Art Museum. As a respected cartoon historian and a child of the
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eighties himself, he provides an inside look at the history of the most popular cartoons of the eighties, as told by the
writers, animators, voice actors, and other creative talents who brought life to some of the most enduring animation of the
decade, along with some of the era s forgotten classics (and not-so-classics). Farago and a host of animation legends
will provide an in-depth look at the most popular cartoons of the 1980s, from the first pitch meeting to the final episode.
Featured cartoons will include: "He-Man and the Masters of the Universe" "G.I. Joe: A Real American Hero" "Dungeons &
Dragons" "Transformers" "Jem" "The Real Ghostbusters" "Garfield and Friends" "The New Adventures of Mighty Mouse"
"Jim Henson s Muppet Babies" "Disney s DuckTales" "Spider-Man and His Amazing Friends" "Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles" "Thundercats" "Robotech" "M.A.S.K." "Voltron: Defender of the Universe" "Superman" Sidebars will explore
trends in eighties animation, including adventures in licensing, celebrity-driven programs, second-generation characters,
justly forgotten shows, and other totally radical cartoons! The book will be illustrated with the very best art from these
iconic cartoons, including rare and never-before-seen sketches, cels, and storyboards."
An insider’s look at the beloved house-elves of the Harry Potter films, complete with a do-it-yourself 3D wood model of
Dobby! Loyal and devoted to the wizards and witches they serve, house-elves are some of the most beloved magical
beings of the wizarding world. With a special focus on Harry Potter’s friend Dobby, this 32-page booklet provides a
thrilling behind-the-scenes look at how house-elves were brought to life for the Harry Potter films, from early designs to
filmmaking secrets. Build your own Dobby with the included do-it-yourself wood model and embark on a unique and
interactive journey through the world of Harry Potter. Skill Level: Easy
A new Little Golden Book all about Simba, the star of Disney's The Lion King--just in time for the live-action movie, which
will be in theaters July 2019! This new Little Golden Book celebrates everything that is special about Simba, the brave
lion cub from the beloved Disney movie The Lion King. Nala, Timon, Pumbaa, and other animals from the Pride Lands
are featured in gorgeous retro-style illustrations. This book is a must-have for children ages 2 to 5, as well as Disney The
Lion King fans--and collectors--of all ages! And the new live-action version of the film, starring the voices of Beyonce,
Donald Glover, James Earl Jones, and John Oliver, hits theaters July 2019. Disney The Lion King was released in 1994
and became one the most popular animated films. This Little Golden Book is part of the charming "I Am . . ." series,
which provides a unique introduction to favorite Disney characters.
A shocking discovery and chilling secrets converge in this gripping novel from New York Times bestselling author
Heather Gudenkauf When a tragic accident leaves nurse Amelia Winn deaf, she loses everything that matters—her job,
her husband, David, and her stepdaughter, Nora. Now, two years later and with the help of her hearing dog, Stitch, she is
finally getting back on her feet. But when she discovers the body of a fellow nurse in the dense bush by the river, deep in
the woods near her cabin, she is plunged into a disturbing mystery that could shatter the carefully reconstructed pieces of
her life all over again. As clues begin to surface, Amelia finds herself swept into an investigation that hits all too close to
home. But how much is she willing to risk in order to uncover the truth and bring a killer to justice? And don’t miss
Heather’s latest book, AN OVERNIGHT GUEST! You’ll be chilled and riveted from start to finish with this story of an
unexpected visitor and a deadly snowstorm! Check out these other riveting novels of suspense by bestselling author
Heather Gudenkauf: The Weight of Silence These Things Hidden One Breath Away Little Mercies Missing Pieces Before
She Was Found This is How I Lied
When Uncle Scrooge loses some important papers in a plane crash in the jungles of Hondorica, he sends Donald and his
nephews to retrieve them. But smug cousin Gladstone Gander gets wind of the expedition and decides to get to
Scrooge's papers first -- and claim the reward for himself! Then, Donald takes Huey, Dewey, and Louie to visit an
abandoned Western town -- at least it was supposed to be abandoned. It's up to the plucky nephews to puzzle out the
mystery behind "The Ghost Sheriff of Last Gasp." And when Donald is made stationmaster for a tiny out-of-the-way
railroad stop, his first delivery is 10,000 baby turkeys -- and they're all hungry!
Bake like a Disney princess with this adorable cookbook inspired by your favorite animated heroines, such as Belle, Ariel,
Moana, and more! Baking has never been so magical with this charming cookbook featuring over 40 tasty, easy-to-follow
recipes inspired by the Disney princesses. From delicate buttery cookies to fancy, decadent cakes, this cookbook
includes all manner of delicious Disney-themed treats. Whip up a batch of Tiana’s Famous Beignets. Make a cake
inspired by Belle’s beautiful golden ball gown. Be a part of Ariel’s world with her seashell-inspired almond cookies.
Featuring full-color photography, suggestions for alternate ingredients, and tips and tricks from some of your favorite
characters, this all-ages cookbook is the perfect way to bring friends and family together with a little Disney baking magic.
Do you think you know Supernatural? Put your knowledge to the test with this collection of 195 Supernatural-based trivia
questions. Ready to take on the Supernatural trivia challenge? The Supernatural Pop Quiz Trivia Deck contains nearly
200 questions about CW’s hit television series. With loads of questions at a range of difficulties, you’ll have fun
challenging your friends and quizzing yourself to see if you can answer the questions on the spot. The deck features 80
pages of sturdy card stock and is held together with a grommet, making it easy to read and perfect for on-the-go fun.
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